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SPACETIMES WITH ALL SCALAR CURVATURE INVARIANTS
IN TERMS OF A COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT
Abstract. In this letter we provide an invariant characterization for all space-
times with all polynomial scalar invariants constructed from the Riemann ten-
sor and its covariant derivatives vanishing except those zeroth order curvature
invariants expressed as polynomials in Λ, the cosmological constant. Using
this invariant description we provide explicit forms for the metric.
1. Introduction
Given a metric for a spacetime, one may construct scalar curvature invariants by
contracting the curvature tensor with various copies of itself. Curvature invariants
of order n > 1 are produced by contracting polynomials of the curvature tensor with
its covariant derivatives up to order n. Extending the arguments made in [1] the
entire collection of spacetimes with vanishing scalar invariants were identified [2] by
using the GHP formalism and the boost-weight decomposition to define balanced
scalars and balanced spinors which in turn produce tensors which vanish upon
contraction. Spacetimes with this property are said to be V SI, these spacetimes
are a subclass of the CSI spacetimes in which all polynomial scalar curvature
invariants are constant [3]
It was noted that this approach could be extended to the case with non-zero
cosmological constant, Λ 6= 0 [2]. This produces a subclass of the CSI spacetimes
for which all scalar curvature invariants either vanish or are polynomials in terms
of Λ, denoted as the CSIΛ spacetimes. These are of interest as they are a natural
and simple step from the V SI and CSI spacetimes revealing the interconnection
between the two.
As an example consider the plane-fronted gravitational waves, which constitute
the entirety of the Petrov type N CSIΛ spacetimes. These were originally derived
by Kundt [5] in 1961 with vanishing cosmological constant. At the time, this was a
reasonable constraint as it produced the simplest pure radiation solutions admitting
a twist-free and non-expanding null congruence. Although the plausibility of a non-
vanishing cosmological constant had been considered in [6], it was not until the 1981
that the Petrov type N solutions with cosmological constant were determined [7, 8]
and the plane-fronted gravitational waves in spacetimes with Λ 6= 0 were identified
[9].
The resulting class of KN(Λ)[α, β] metrics were classified by the sign of the
cosmological constant Λ 6= 0 and another invariant κ′ = 13Λα2 + 2ββ¯ arising from
1
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the metric,
ds2 = −2q2p−2du
((
−κ
′
2
v2 + (lnq),uv + S(u, ζ, ζ¯)
)
du+ dv
)
+ 2p−2dζdζ¯,
p = 1 +
Λ
6
ζζ¯, (1)
q = (1− Λ
6
ζζ¯)α(u) + ζβ¯(u) + ζβ(u).
Excluding, the Λ = 0 cases, this produces four canonical classes, which were shown
to have a canonical form by setting α and β to specific values using the appropriate
coordinate transformations [10]:
• κ′ > 0, Λ > 0 : KN(Λ+)[0, 1]
• κ′ > 0, Λ < 0 : KN(Λ−)[0, 1]
• κ′ < 0, Λ < 0 : KN(Λ−)[1, 0]
• κ′ = 0, Λ < 0 : KN(Λ−)[1,
√
−Λ
6 e
iω(u)].
The physical interpretation of each of these subclasses is examined in [11] using
the equations of geodesic deviation relative to an arbitrary timelike geodesic; these
may be interpreted as exact transverse gravitational waves with two polarization
modes propagating on either Minkowski, de Sitter or anti-de Sitter space.
The plane-fronted gravitational waves, with Λ = 0, belong to the V SI class of
spacetimes [2], by adding a non-vanishing cosmological constant we have produced
four distinct classes of CSI spacetimes. It is reasonable to ask how many new dis-
tinct CSI spacetimes are produced by adding Λ 6= 0 to each of the V SI spacetimes.
In light of the results of [3] we may classify the above solutions by examining the
Segre type and comparing to the metric forms in [3].
These spacetimes are of interest in quantum gravity. In the case of the vacuum
plane wave spacetimes, it was shown that the vanishing of all scalar curvature
invariants lead to all quantum corrections vanishing [13, 14]. Spacetimes for which
all quantum corrections are a multiple of the metric are called universal [15]; such
spacetimes are important as they are solutions to the quantum theory, despite our
lack of knowledge of the particular theory. Recently it was proven that any universal
spacetime in four dimensions must have constant scalar curvature invariants [16].
The CSIΛ spacetimes are a special subcase of the CSI universal spacetimes.
The goal of this letter will be to derive necessary and sufficient conditions on the
Newman-Penrose scalar [4] for the class of CSI spacetimes with all non-zero scalar
curvature invariants expressed in terms of the cosmological constant Λ 6= 0, as a
parallel to the result in [2]. In the following section we state the theorem and break
up the proof of the necessity and sufficiency of the conditions into two subsections.
The third section employs the invariant characterization of the CSIΛ spacetimes
along with the exhaustive list of CSI spacetimes to identify all of the metrics for
the CSIΛ spacetimes. Finally in the last section we discuss the relevance of the
CSIΛ spacetimes to the equivalence problem for Lorentzian manifolds.
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2. The CSIΛ Theorem
We wish to provide a simple set of conditions for spacetimes in which the Ricci
Scalar is constant, and the only curvature invariants which are non-zero are the ze-
roth order invariants expressed as various polynomials of the cosmological constant
Λ.
Theorem 2.1. Given a spacetime, all invariants constructed from the traceless
Ricci tensor, Weyl tensor and their covariant derivatives vanish, if and only if the
following conditions are satisfied:
(1) The spacetime possesses a non-diverging, shear-free geodesic null congru-
ence.
(2) Relative to this congruence, the Ricci Scalar is constant and all other New-
man Penrose curvature scalars [4] with non-negative boost-weight vanish.
These spacetimes belong to the CSI class of spacetimes and we will say they are
CSIΛ spacetimes.
We choose the tangent vector to the null congruence to be ℓa and a spin basis so
that oAo¯A˙ ↔ ℓa. The analytic conditions of theorem 2.1 (1) for this spin basis is
expressed in terms of the vanishing of the spin coefficients [4]:
κ = ρ = σ = 0, (2)
and the second condition of theorem 2.1 may be expressed as
Ψ0 = Ψ1 = Ψ2 = 0, (3)
Φ00 = Φ01 = Φ02 = Φ11 = 0 (4)
Λ ≡ constant (5)
Following the work done for V SI spacetimes, the definitions and results given in
the Necessity and Sufficiency proof of [2] may be used to generalize the case where
Λ 6= 0 is constant.
2.1. Sufficiency of the Conditions. To prove this direction of theorem 2.1 we
will use the Newmann-Penrose (NP) and the compacted (GHP) formalisms given
in section 4.12 of [4]; to start we introduce briefly the NP formalism before intro-
ducting the derivative operators of the GHP formalism. Throughout this paper we
use a normalized spin basis {oA, ιA} such that oAιA = 1 and oAoA = ιAιA = 0.
From this we may build the corresponding tetrad:
ℓa ↔ oAo¯A˙, na ↔ ιAι¯A˙, ma ↔ oA ι¯A˙, m¯a ↔ ιAo¯A˙, (6)
with the usual non-zero scalar products −ℓana = mam¯a = 1. The spinorial form
of the Riemann tensor Rabcd is
Rabcd ↔ χABCD ǫ¯A˙B˙ ǫ¯C˙D˙ + χ¯A˙B˙C˙D˙ǫABǫCD
+ ΦABC˙D˙ ǫ¯A˙B˙ǫCD + Φ¯A˙B˙CDǫAB ǫ¯C˙D˙ (7)
where
χABCD = ΨABCD + Λ(ǫACǫBD + ǫADǫBD) (8)
and Λ = R/24 with R the Ricci scalar. The Weyl spinor ΨABCD = Ψ(ABCD) is
related to the Weyl tensor by
Cabcd = ΨABCDǫ¯A˙B˙ ǫ¯C˙D˙ + Ψ¯A˙B˙C˙D˙ǫABǫCD. (9)
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Taking projections of this tensor onto the basis spinors oA, ιA give five complex
scalar quantities Ψi, i ∈ [0, 4]. Similarly the Ricci Spinor ΦABC˙D˙ = Φ(AB)(C˙D˙) =
Φ¯A˙B˙CD is connected to the traceless Ricci tensor Sab = Rab − 14Rgab
ΦABC˙D˙ ↔ −
1
2
Sab. (10)
We denote the projections of ΦABC˙D˙ onto o
A, ιA by Φ00 = Φ¯00, Φ01 = Φ¯10, Φ02 =
Φ¯20, Φ11 = Φ¯11, Φ12 = Φ¯21 and Φ22 = Φ¯22
The analytic expressions of theorem 2.1 (1), (2) imply
ΨABCD = Ψ4oAoBoCoD − 4Ψ3o(AoBoCιD), (11)
ΦABC˙D˙ = Φ22oAoB o¯C˙ o¯D˙ − 2Φ12ι(AoB)o¯ ˙(C o¯D˙) − 2Φ21o(AoB) ι¯ ˙(C o¯D˙). (12)
Following the convention used in [2] we will say a scalar η is a weighted quantity of
type {p, q} if for every non-vanishing scalar field λ, a transformation of the form
oA 7→ λoA, ιA 7→ λ−1ιA,
representing a boost in the ℓa − na plane and a spatial rotation in the ma − m¯a
plane transformations η in the following manner
λpλ¯qη
The boost weight, b, of a weighted quantity is defined by b = 12 (p+ q).
The frame derivatives are defined as
D = ℓa∇a = oAo¯A˙∇AA˙, δ = ma∇a = oAι¯A˙∇AA˙
D′ = na∇a = ιAι¯A˙∇AA˙, δ′ = m¯a∇a = ιAo¯A˙∇AA˙
and so the covariant derivative may be expressed in terms of the frame,
∇a = ∇AA˙ = ιA ι¯A˙D + oAo¯A˙D′ − ιAo¯A˙δ − oA ι¯A˙δ′.
The GHP formalism introduces new derivative operators ð, þ, ð′ and þ′ which are
additive and obey the Leibniz rule. By including the spin-coefficient β in the
expression for these operators, they act on scalars, spinors and tensors η of type
{p, q} as follows:
þ = (D + pγ′ + qγ¯′)η, ð = (δ + pβ + qβ¯′)η (13)
þ′ = (D′ − pγ − qγ¯)η, ð′ = (δ′ + pβ′ + qβ¯)η.
To show the sufficiency conditions we assume the analytic conditions of theorem
2.1 hold along with the requirement that oA, ιA are parallely propogated along ℓa
as well. Due to (2) we have the following relations on the spin coefficients
γ′ = τ ′ = 0. (14)
The spin-coefficient equations, the Bianchi identities and commutator relations [4]
are greatly simplified by imposing (4), (3), (5). The non-trivial relations that apply
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to proving the theorem are:
þτ = 0, (15)
þσ′ = 0, (16)
þρ′ = −2Λ, (17)
þκ′ = τþ′ + τσ′ −Ψ3 − Φ21, (18)
þΨ3 = 0, (19)
þΦ21 = 0, (20)
þΦ22 = ð
′Φ21 + (ð
′ − 2τ)Ψ3, (21)
þΨ4 = ð
′Ψ3 + (ð
′ − 2τ¯ )Φ21, (22)
þþ′ − þ′þ = τ¯ð+ τð′ + pΛ + qΛ, (23)
þð− ðþ = 0. (24)
To proceed we analyze the boost weights of the quantities involved in these
relations. In particular we will use the idea of a balanced scalar.
Definition 2.2. Given a weighted scalar η with boost-weight b, we shall say it is
balanced if þ−bη = 0 for b < 0 and η = 0 for b ≥ 0.
Many of the lemmas as given in [2] follow without change despite Λ’s non-vanishing.
The proof of lemma 4 requires some modification due to (17). For that reason, we
will state each lemma leading to the main result without proof, unless there is some
required change due to Λ 6= 0:
Lemma 2.3. If η is a balanced scalar then η¯ is also balanced.
Lemma 2.4. If η is a balanced scalar then,
τη, ρ′η, σ′η, κ′η
þη, ðη, ð′η, þ′η
are all balanced as well.
Proof. Let b be the boost-weight of a balanced scalar η. Using table 1 it is clear
that the scalars listed in the first row have boost-weights b, b − 1, b − 1, b − 2,
p q b
oA 1 0 12
κ 3 1 2
σ 3 -1 1
ρ 1 1 1
τ 1 -1 0
Þ 1 1 1
ð 1 -1 0
Ψr 4-2r 0 2-r
p q b
ιA -1 0 − 12
κ′ -3 -1 -2
σ′ -3 1 -1
ρ′ -1 -1 -1
τ ′ -1 1 0
Þ′ -1 -1 -1
ð′ -1 1 0
Φrt 2-2r 2-2t 2-r-t
Λ 0 0 0
Table 1. Boost weights of weighted quantities
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respectively.To show these are balanced we must prove that the following must
vanish:
þ−b(τη), þ1−b(ρ′η), þ1−b(σ′η), þ2−b(κ′η).
while for the second row we require that four more quantities vanish to match their
boost-weight:
þ−(b+1)(þη), þ−b(ðη), þ−b(ð′η), þ−(b−1)(þ′η).
As the equations (17) and (23) are the only that differ from the V SI case, we must
only check to see if two conditions still hold
þ1−b(ρ′η) = þ1−b(þ′η) = 0
and the remaining six conditions hold automatically. The first condition follows
using the Leibniz rule and equations (17) and the fact that þ2ρ′ = 0. Since we may
expand this as
þ1−b(ρ′η) = þρ′þ−bη + ρ′þ(þ−bη),
As η is a balanced scalar for which b < 0, these last two terms vanish. To prove
the second condition, we use the commutator relation (23) and the constancy of Λ
to get
þ1−b(þ′η) = þ−b(þ′þη) + τ¯ (þ−bðη) + τ(þ−bðη) + þ−b(pΛη + qΛη)
= þ−b(þ′þη)
Using induction one may show that þ1−bþ′η = þ′þ1−bη = 0. 
Lemma 2.5. If η1, η2 are balanced scalars both of type {p, q} then η1 + η2 is a
balanced scalar of type {p, q} as well.
Lemma 2.6. If η1 and η2 are balanced scalars then η1η2 is also balanced.
Definition 2.7. A balanced spinor is a weighted spinor of type {0, 0} whose com-
ponents are all balanced scalars.
Lemma 2.8. If S1 and S2 are balanced spinors then S1S2 is also a balanced spinor
Lemma 2.9. A covariant derivative of an arbitrary order of a balanced sinpor S
is again a balanced spinor
Proof. Applying the covariant derivative to a balanced spinor S,
∇a = ∇AA˙ = ιA ι¯A˙D + oAo¯A˙D′ − ιAo¯A˙δ − oA ι¯A˙δ′.
From table 1 in [2] it follows that ∇AA˙S is a weighted spinor of type {0, 0}. By
virtue of how þ, ð, þ′ and ð′ act on the basis vectors, the components may be shown
to be balanced scalars using lemmas 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. 
Lemma 2.10. A scalar constructed as a contraction of a balanced spinor is equal
to zero.
From table 1 in [2], and equations (19)- (22) it follows that the Weyl spinor and
Ricci spinor and their complex conjugates are balanced spinors (lemma 2.3). Their
product and covariant derivatives of arbitrary orders are balanced spinors as well
(lemmas 2.8 and 2.9). At this point to prove the sufficiency of the conditions of
theorem 2.1 we must state two more results:
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Lemma 2.11. The product of a balanced spinor and a weighted constant of type
{0, 0} is a balanced spinor.
Lemma 2.12. A scalar constructed as a contraction from the product of a balanced
spinor, ǫAB, ǫ
AB and their conjugates is equal to zero.
With these observations, and equations (7), (8), (9) and (10) imply that any
contraction of the product of N copies of the Riemann tensor with itself must
vanish except for the contraction of the term built exclusively out of the product
of N copies of
Λ(ǫACǫBD + ǫADǫBD ǫ¯A˙B˙ ǫ¯C˙D˙).
Lemma 2.11 ensures all other terms are the products of balanced spinors, ǫ’s and
ǫ¯’s; these terms must vanish when contracted by lemmas 2.10 and 2.12. To show
that all non-zero curvature invariants appear at zeroth order, we note that the
nth covariant derivative of the Riemann tensor is a balanced spinor for n > 0, as
∇ǫAB = 0 and Λ is a constant. Thus any product of the Riemann tensor with its
nth covariant derivative must vanish upon contraction by lemma 2.12, while any
contraction of the product of the nth and mth covariant derivative of the Riemann
tensor must vanish necessarily by lemma 2.10.
2.2. Necessity of the Conditions. To show that these conditions are necessary
follows by repeating the proof from [2] verbatim, this can be done because the
particular Newman Penrose equations used and the Bianchi Identities do not involve
Λ, or the derivatives of Λ - since they vanish if Λ is constant. Requiring that all
invariants vanish except those constructed as polynomials of Λ which are assumed
to be constant, one may prove conditions (1) and (2) of theorem 2.1 hold.
3. Local description of all CSIΛ spacetimes
To the author’s knowledge, an explicit list of metrics has yet to be given for
the CSIΛ spacetimes However, portions of the CSIΛ spacetimes have been studied
under other pretenses. For example, the whole of the CSIΛ spacetimes with Λ = 0
are known; these are the V SI spacetimes [2].
For non-zero Λ we list known examples by Petrov Type. The plane-fronted
gravitational waves constitute all of the Petrov type N CSIΛ spacetimes. Metrics
for these spacetimes were found in [9] and these were further classified into canonical
forms in [10]. As a generalization of the Kundt waves, all Petrov Type III CSIΛ
spacetimes admitting pure radiation (Φ12 = 0) were listed in [17]. Lastly in the
case of Petrov Type O, all spacetimes with Segre type {(2, 11)} [18] have been
invariantly classified, implying that the CSIΛ spacetimes in this subcase are all
known.
We concentrate on the complete list of all CSI spacetimes given in [3], by im-
posing the necessary conditions on the curvature scalars [4] we can identify those
CSI metrics which belong to the CSIΛ case. We may interpret the vanishing or
non-vanishing of Φ22,Φ02 and Φ20 in terms of the Segre type, [12], to determine
the metric forms permitted for the CSIΛ spacetimes in [3]: {(1, 111)}, {(2, 11)} and
{(3, 1)}. Employing Kundt coordinates, any CSI spacetime may be expressed as
ds2 = 2du[dv +H(v, u, xk)du +Wi(v, u, x
k)dxi] + gij(x
k)dxidxj
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where dS2H = gij(x
k)dxidxj is the locally homogeneous metric of the transverse
space and the metric functions H and Wi are functions of the form
Wi(v, u, x
k) = vW
(1)
i (u, x
k) +W
(0)
i (u, x
k),
H(v, u, xk) = v2σ˜ + vH(1)(u, xk) +H(0)(u, xk), (25)
σ˜ =
1
8
(4σ +W i(1)W
(1)
i ),
where σ is a constant.
As the transverse space must be a locally homogeneous two-dimensional space,
up to scaling, there are (locally) only the sphere S2, flat space and the Hyperbolic
plane H2. Exploiting this fact we list all of the CSIΛ spacetimes by the transverse
metric and the one-formW(1) = W
(1)
i dx
i. The constant σ will be specified in each
case.
3.1. The Sphere S2. For those metrics with Segre type {(1, 111)}, {(2, 11)} and
{(3, 1)}, one must have σ > 0 and the transverse metric expressed as
ds2S = dx
2 +
1
σ
sin2(
√
σx)dy2,
where
(1) W(1) = 2
√
σtan(
√
σx)dx.
(2) W(1) = 2
√
σ[cot(
√
σx)dx + tan(
√
σy)dy].
(3) W(1) = 2
√
σ[cot(
√
σx)dx − cot(√σy)dy].
Depending on the form of H(1), H(0)and W (0) these are of Petrov type III,N or O.
3.2. The Euclidean plane E2. For those metrics with Segre type {(1, 111)}, {(2, 11)}
and {(3, 1)}, the transverse metric will be
ds2S = dx
2 + dy2,
where the σ and the one-form are now
(1) σ = 0, W(1) = 2ǫ
x
dx, where ǫ = 0, 1.
This is the VSI case and so these are of Petrov type III, N or O.
3.3. The Hyperbolic plane H2. Segre type for these metrics are {(1, 111)}, {(2, 11)}
and {(3, 1)}. We require that σ < 0 and set σ = −q2, depending on the case we
will use different coordinates for the Hyperbolic plane.
(1) ds2 = dx2 + e−2qxdy2, W(1) = 2qdx+ 2ǫ
y
dy, where ǫ = 0, 1.
(2) ds2 = dx2 + 1
q2
sinh2(qx)dy2, W(1) = −2qtanh(qx)dx.
(3) ds2 = dx2 + 1
q2
sinh2(qx)dy2, W(1) = 2q[coth(qx)dx − tanh(qy)dy].
(4) ds2 = dx2 + 1
q2
cosh2(qx)dy2, W(1) = 2qcoth(qx)dx.
(5) ds2 = dx2 + 1
q2
cosh2(qx)dy2, W(1) = 2q[−tanh(qx)dx + coth(qy)dy].
For all of these cases the Petrov type is III, N or O.
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4. Discussion
In this paper the results of [2] were extended to produce an invariant charac-
terization of the class of spacetimes whose non-zero scalar curvature invariants are
expressed as polynomials of Λ (CSIΛ spacetimes) by determining necessary and suf-
ficient conditions on the Newman-Penrose curvature scalars [4]. Then by employing
the exhaustive list of metrics for the CSI spacetimes [3] all of the CSIΛ spacetimes
are found by comparing Segre Type, and the sign of the cosmological constant Λ.
These invariants determine the metrics whose range of Petrov types: III,N, and
O which complete the necessary and sufficient conditions for these spacetimes to
be CSIΛ.
In this sense all of the CSIΛ spacetimes have been given a local description in
terms of a metric, however the conditions on the metrics for the subcases arising
from the Petrov classification are not known. Equivalently, the interconnection
between the Cartan invariants and the specialization in Petrov type III → N → O
is unknown. In order to answer such a question one must apply the Karlhede
algorithm to the entirety of the CSIΛ metrics. Such a task which would be an
effort to implement but entirely plausible; recently all vacuum Petrov type N V SI
spacetimes have been invariantly classified using the Cartan invariants arising from
the application of the Karlhede algorithm to the vacuum PP-waves [22], and the
vacuum Kundt waves [23].
Such a classification would give insight into the application of the Karlhede
algorithm to CSI spacetimes, which is an important question related to the equiv-
alence problem for these spacetimes. Furthermore the collection of CSI metrics
have higher-dimensional analogues [19, 20, 21]. By comparing the four dimensional
subcases with their higher dimensional counterparts it is hoped an analogue of the
Karlhede algorithm could be implemented for all CSIΛ spacetimes.
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